LET'S SEW THEM UP!

Miss Libby Rose is a sewing teacher & blogger
on a journey to
Zero waste & Zero Clutter Sewing!

MISS LIBBY ROSE
SEWING KIT

www.misslibbyrose.com
To sew the trousers together:
Place right sides together matching
front to front and back to back
curves.

Sewing, Travel, Wellbeing & Lifestyle

Pin & sew
Now you should see the shape of
the legs. Match up the ankles, pin
and sew the whole way up and
around so you have two legs.
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Attach the front and back..
Hem and add an elastic waist-band
or fancy drawstring if you like!

Showcasing fabulous Sewing Machines by

@miss_libby_rose

@misslibbyrose

Make this project
with 1.5 metres of
Jersey

Online
video available
@misslibbyrose.com

@miss_libby_rose

HOW TO DESIGN
LEGGINGS
Tape measure, Plain Paper,
Pencil , eraser, long ruler,
curve, calculator, scissors,
Fabric, measuring tape,
scissors...

HOW TO DESIGN
LEGGINGS

IT SHOULD LOOK
LIKE THIS!

Lay out your roll of paper.
Ensure your paper is wide enough for high thigh
measurement plus an inch either side.
Draw a line down the centre of your page, this is
now the centre line.
Draw out your waist measurement (÷2) so it is
even either side of the Centre line.

Take measurements of:Length (waist to ankle)
Waist (divided by 2)
Around high thigh
Waist to high thigh
Around knee (just 1)

Measure down to your length and draw a straight
line the ankle measurement - which must be even
either side of the Centre Line.
Measure up from the Ankle to the knee and plot
out your Knee Circumference, also centred to the
Centre Line.
From here measure up Thigh to Knee Height and
plot the Thigh line. Connect the dots from Thigh to
Knee to Ankle on each side. You will probably
have a slight angle at the knee point; smooth it
out so you have a gentle curve.

Around ankle (just 1)
Distance from high thigh to Knee
Distance from Knee to Ankle
Front rise height:
Back Rise Height:
SEE ATTACHED PAGE FOR MORE!

Now we need to make a curve for our body rise.
The rear needs to be deeper than the front. The
pattern should look similar to the diagram here...

At this point you can add 1.5 ease
or minus 1.5 for negative ease to
make them tighter or looser.
Variation:
- Draw a line out from your knee
point to create a boot leg..
- Draw a straight line from the
high thigh to create a more
baggy trouser..
You now have the leggings
pattern.

